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This book presents the European COST Action 231 view on the evolution of mobile radio towards next generation systems.

COST 231 during its six year life has produced a number of Temporary Documents (TDs). Reference to such documents, whenever possible, has been avoided throughout the book by replacing them with references to papers and articles published in the open literature and originated from them. However, when reference is made to a TD, the reader should be aware that the document could be obtained either directly from the authors or by COST Telecom Secretariat and the COST 231 Chairman, at the following addresses:

COST Telecom Secretariat
BU-9, 2/94
200, rue de la Loi
B-1049 Brussels
Fax: +32 2 296 2981
E-mail: COST@postman.dg13.cec.be

Eraldo Damosso
CSELT S.p.A
Via G. Reiss Romoli, 274
I-10148 Turin
Fax: +39 11 228 5577
E-mail: eraldo.damosso@cselt.it